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Supplementary material
Infection control policy for MRSA
This included admission screening of patients transferred from a foreign hospital or a nursing
home, roommates of newly identified MRSA infected/colonized patients and former carriers at
readmission. Routine screening included nose, throat and groin swabs. Wounds, urine (if
bladder catheter in place) and infected sites were added if applicable. When two or more
roommates were positive, all patients from the unit were screened. Dependent on the results,
patients from the whole ward and possibly health-care workers (HCWs) (nasal and throat
swabs) were subsequently also screened.
For all patients, standard precautions were applied, which included alcohol-based hand-rub
hand hygiene policy based on World Health Organization guidelines. Routine evaluation of
compliance with hand hygiene policy was performed as already described (1) and showed a
constant progression over the previous years. Contact precautions were added for known
MRSA carriers (which include single room or cohorting MRSA patients in the same room), and
decolonization was attempted with a 5-day long combination of nasal mupirocin, mouth and skin
application of chlorhexidine. A systemic treatment, usually with rifampin and co-trimoxazol, was
added in case of urinary colonization.

Microbiology and molecular typing
Screening of MRSA was performed using enrichment broth and chromogenic medium as
previously described (2). Susceptibility patterns to antibiotics were used as first line typing
results as previously described (3). Susceptibility to mupirocin was determined using Etest
(bioMérieux, France); a low level of resistance (LLR) was defined when the minimum inhibitory
concentrations (MICs) was between 8 and 64 µg/mL, and high-level resistance with a MICs
>512 µg/mL (4).
Genotyping of all patient isolates was carried out using double-locus sequence typing (DLST),
the detection of the Panton-Valentine leukocidin (pvl) toxin genes and determination of the
SCCmec type (5). Isolates showing allele 4 for clfB or spa (DLST4-4, x-4 and 4-x), with a
SCCmec type I, and the absence of PVL were considered as belonging to the ST228 clone (6)
and selected for WGS.
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Whole genome sequencing (WGS)
DNA was extracted and sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (San Diego, CA,
USA) as previously described (7). Reads were mapped to reference genome N315, which is the
closest sequenced genome to ST228 (both belong to CC5), using Stampy v1.0 (8). Single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were called across non-repetitive sites using SAMtools
mpileup, excluding mobile genetic elements (MGEs) (9). From these SNPs, pair-wise distance
matrix and Maximum-Likelihood trees were constructed using MEGA6 (10), with 1000 bootstrap
replications.

SNPs distribution of SNPs across genes
We carried out a monte-carlo simulation to statistically evaluate the distribution of SNPs across
genes. We concatenated the core genes together, and randomly distributed 1250 SNPs across
the concatenated sequence. We then counted the number of SNPs in each gene, and repeated
this process 100,000 times. We derived a one-tailed p-value for each gene by dividing the
number of times the simulated number of SNPs was greater than or equal to the observed
number (e.g. if this criteria was met in 1 simulation, then p = 1/100,000). The p-values were
ranked, and a Bonferroni-Holm correction was used to correct for multiple testing.
Table S1. Genes with a significant higher number of SNps (P value <0.05)
Gene

Product

Position on
N315
2075260 2076507

Observed

SA1839

hypothetical protein,
similar to SdrH

murZ

UDP-Nacetylglucosamine 1carboxylvinyl
transferase 2
hypothetical protein,
similar to NAD(P)Hflavin oxidoreductase

2174362 2175621

7

2596052 2596723

7

fnbB

fibronectin-binding
protein homolog

2568323 2571208

11

clfB

Clumping factor B

2718295 2720928

9

SA2311

11

*, equal to or greater than observed.
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SNPs positions on
N315
2076004, 2076016,
2076018, 2076022,
2076028, 2076031,
2076034, 2076043,
2076058, 2076096,
2076098
2174720, 2174757,
2174904, 2175130,
2175339, 2175482,
2175575
2596130, 2596233,
2596236, 2596338,
2596440, 2596473,
2596491
2569568, 2569569,
2569578, 2569591,
2569659, 2569682,
2569688, 2569703,
2569721, 2569762,
2569766,
2718994, 2719000,
2719018, 2719024,
2719030, 2719042,
2719120, 2719460,
2719817

Simulation
average
0.71708

Simulated_
higher*
0

P
value
0

0.72374

0

0

0.3864

0

0

1.65259

0.00001

0.023

1.40491

0.00001

0.023
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Figure S1. Incidence of ST228 MRSA patients in the different wards with indication of patients
harbouring divergent branches (a to g) revealed by WGS (see Figure 5).
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Figure S1. Continued
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